In this paper we are interested in the modelling of parametric component-based systems, and more precisely in the specification of their architectures. The topology of parametric systems is described by architectures which characterize the permissible interactions among their components. We introduce an extended first-order interaction logic which serves as a specification language for architectures of parametric component-based systems. In comparison to other logical characterizations of parametric systems, studied so far, our logic effectively describes the order of execution of interactions which is a main feature in several important architectures. We state complexity and decidability results for extended first-order interaction logic formulas, and provide several examples of formulas describing well-known architectures.
Introduction
Parametric systems 1 refer to a wide class of component-based systems including communication protocols and concurrent and distributed algorithms [1, 18] . Parametric systems are defined by a finite number of finite state component types (processes) each consisting of an unknown number of instances [6, 9] . Hence, the cardinality of each process is a parameter for the system affecting the interactions that define the communication among processes.
In component-based systems interactions are restricted by the underlying architecture which provides coordination primitives defining the systems topology. Architectures play a key role in modelling systems in order to meet most of their requirements [9, 25] . Formalizing the architectures of parametric systems is challenging since their size is not known in advance. On the other hand, architecture specification is crucial in parametric systems for identifying the classes of decidable verification for temporal properties, since the general problem is undecidable [5, 7, 9] . Our work is motivated by the need of facilitating the parametric verification problem and aims to contribute towards this direction by studying the problem of systems design with well-defined architectures. In particular, we deal with the formal modelling of parametric component-based systems and their architecture specification.
Recently, there is an emerging interest in the quest of such modelling techniques for parametric systems. In [24] the authors extended Propositional Interaction Logic (PIL for short) used to describe finitely many interactions [25] , for the setting of parametric systems. The resulting logic, namely, First-Order Interaction Logic (FOIL for short) can express classical architectures (star, ring etc.) and it is used to derive model checking results for parametric systems. In [10] the authors introduced Monadic Interaction Logic (MIL for short) as an alternative logic for the interactions of parametric systems. MIL is used for the description of parametric rendezvous and broadcast communication, and contributed to the development of an automated method for detecting deadlocks in parametric systems. In the same line, recently in [11] , an Interaction Logic with One Successor (IL1S for short) is developed for the description of parametric systems capturing rendezvous and broadcast communications as well as the architectures of the systems. In [24] parametric systems are modelled as transition systems, whereas in [10, 11] as Petri nets, in the component-based Behavior-Interaction-Priority (BIP for short) framework [8, 30] .
In this paper we model parametric systems in a component-based approach capturing their behavior as well the overall communication by means of architectures. We formalize parametric architectures using logics. In particular, we introduce a first-order logic that is sufficient to characterize the systems architecture. Most importantly, the semantics of our logic captures the order of the interactions imposed by the corresponding architecture, an important property which is missing in the existing related work. Several parametric architectures such as Publish/Subscribe and Request/Response impose restrictions on the order of the enabled interactions [32] . Although FOIL, MIL, and IL1S describe effectively the interactions and architectures of parametric systems, the semantics of all of them do not capture the execution order of the interactions, as required by each architecture. This results from the fact that all the aforementioned logics are interpreted over sets of interactions. On the other hand, Propositional Configuration Logic was introduced in [25] for architecture specification of non-parametric systems considered as sets of interactions. Consequently, extending that logic in the parametric setting would not solve the problem. Therefore, we consider an Extended First-Order Interaction Logic (EFOIL for short), which in comparison to FOIL, MIL, and IL1S preserves the order of the interactions structured as letters of words rather than elements of sets as considered in [10, 11, 24] . Capturing the order of interactions is desired in the development of efficient methods for the identification of the architectures of arbitrary parametric systems (cf. for instance [19, 28] ).
For the modelling of parametric systems behavior we consider the standard formalism of transitions systems. Transition systems are used in several component-based modelling frameworks including BIP (cf. for instance [8] ), REO [4] , X-MAN [23] , and B [3] . Therefore, the results presented in the paper can be applied to any component-based framework with a transition system semantics. Specifically in this work we use the BIP framework that supports component-based design of complex systems ensuring correctness-by-construction. Our models, called parametric BIP architecture-based models (parametric BIP ab-models, for short), extend the parametric BIP models of [10, 11, 24] where the logic formula is considered in MIL, IL1S, and FOIL, respectively. In particular, parametric ab-models do not affect the expressive power of the ones in the above works; they have the additional feature to describe the order of the implementations of the interactions of the underlying architectures. Briefly, the contributions of the current paper are the following:
(1)We introduce Extended Propositional Interaction Logic (EPIL for short) over a finite set of ports, which augments PIL from [25] with an extended conjunction operator ⊼. In contrast to classical PIL, where the satisfaction relation is checked against interactions (sets of ports), the formulas of EPIL are interpreted over finite words whose letters are interactions over the given set of ports. For instance, let {p, r, s, t} be a set of ports. Then, {p, r} is an interaction satisfying the PIL formula (p ∧ r) ∨ (s ∧ t) because each of the conjuncts p, r of (p ∧ r) is contained in the interaction. On the other hand, {p, r}{s, t} is a word satisfying the EPIL formula (p ∧ r)∧(s ∧ t) since the conjuncts p, r of (p ∧ r) are contained in the letter {p, r} and the conjuncts s, t of (s ∧ t) are contained in the letter {s, t}.
(2) We introduce first-order EPIL, namely EFOIL. The particularity of this logic lies in the syntax, where the variables are coming into pairs and there is a double quantification bounded to each variable. This is a natural consequence of parametric systems whose interactions involve component types and instances of them. Therefore, there is need to reason about both of them. For instance, we write p(x, y) to denote a port p in instance y of component type x. Then, the EFOIL formula ∃x∀y.p(x, y) expresses that there is a component type x such that for every component instance y of this type port p(x, y) is true. EFOIL differs from FOIL and MIL that quantify over variables, and from IL1S which quantifies over index variables.
(3) We define parametric ab-models formalizing their interactions as EFOIL sentences. Moreover, we validate the correctness of EFOIL by providing examples of parametric architectures. In particular we consider the architectures Request/Response [16] and Publish/Subscribe [19] which impose orders on the implementations of their interactions, as well as Master/Slave [25] , Star [25] , Repository [14] , and Pipes/Filters [20] whose interactions may be executed in arbitrary order.
(4) We state an effective translation of EFOIL formulas to Linear Dynamic Logic (LDL for short) formulas. LDL which was introduced and investigated by De Giacomo and Vardi [21, 22] has the same complexity characteristics as LTL but their formulas are expressively equivalent to rational expressions and hence to finite automata. Our translation requires a linear time, and we show that satisfiability, validity and logical implication of EFOIL formulas are PSPACE-complete. Furthermore, the equivalence problem for EFOIL formulas is decidable in doubly exponential time.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall the BIP model. Then in Section 3 we introduce the syntax and semantics of EPIL, and define BIP ab-models. In Section 4 we deal with parametric systems. For this, we introduce the syntax and semantics of our EFOIL, and define parametric BIP ab-models using EFOIL as a specification language for their interactions. We provide several examples of EFOIL formulas describing concrete parametric architectures. Section 5 is devoted to decidability and complexity results of EFOIL formulas. Finally, in Conclusion, we discuss open problems and future work.
Preliminaries

Notations
For every natural number n ≥ 1 we denote by [n] the set {1, . . . , n}. Hence, in the sequel, whenever we use the notation [n] we always assume that n ≥ 1. For every set S we denote by P(S) the powerset of S. Let A be an alphabet, i.e., a finite nonempty set. As usual we denote by A * the set of all finite words over A and we let A + = A * \ {ε} where ε denotes the empty word. For every word w = a 0 . . . a n−1 ∈ A + with a 0 , . . . , a n−1 ∈ A, we also write w = w(0) . . . w(n − 1) where w(i) = a i for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Furthermore, we set w ≥i = w(i) . . . w(n − 1) for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and we let w ≥i = ε if i > n − 1.
The BIP model
In this subsection we deal with component-based models comprised of a finite number of components of the same or different type. Our models are labelled transition systems where the labels correspond to the component interfaces. In what follows we refer to labelled transition systems simply by transition systems. Throughout the paper we use the BIP componentbased framework. However, the presented results hold for any component-based framework supporting transition system semantics.
Next we recall the notion of BIP model (cf. for instance [8] ). Intuitively, a BIP model consists of a set of components defined by transition systems. The interfaces of components through which they communicate are the ports, i.e., the labels of transitions systems. Communications of components are defined by interactions, i.e., sets of ports. Interactions are represented by formulas of a propositional logic namely, propositional interaction logic (PIL for short) [10, 11, 25] . Hence, firstly we need to recall PIL.
Let P be a nonempty finite set of ports. We let I(P ) = P(P ) \ {∅} and Γ(P ) = P(I(P )) \ {∅}. Every set a ∈ I(P ) is called an interaction and every set γ ∈ Γ(P ) is called a set of interactions. Then the syntax of PIL formulas over P is given by the grammar
We set ¬(¬ϕ) = ϕ for every PIL formula ϕ and false = ¬true. The conjunction of two PIL formulas ϕ, ϕ ′ is defined by ϕ ∧ ϕ ′ = ¬(¬ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ ′ ). PIL formulas are interpreted over interactions in I(P ). More precisely, for every PIL formula ϕ and a ∈ I(P ) we define the satisfaction relation a |= PIL ϕ by induction on the structure of ϕ as follows:
Two PIL formulas ϕ, ϕ ′ are called equivalent, and we denote it by ϕ ≡ ϕ ′ , whenever a |= ϕ iff a |= ϕ ′ for every a ∈ I(P ). A PIL formula ϕ is called a monomial over P if it is of the form p 1 ∧ . . . ∧ p l , where l ≥ 1 and p λ ∈ P or ¬p λ ∈ P for every λ ∈ [l]. For every interaction a = {p 1 , . . . , p l } ∈ I(P ) we consider the monomial ϕ a = p 1 ∧ . . . ∧ p l . Then, it trivially holds a |= PIL ϕ a , and for every a, a ′ ∈ I(P ) we get a = a ′ iff ϕ a ≡ ϕ a ′ . We can describe a set of interactions as a disjunction of PIL formulas. More precisely, let γ = {a 1 , . . . , a m } ∈ Γ(P ), where a µ = p
. Then, the PIL formula ϕ γ of γ is
We say that a PIL formula ϕ is in disjunctive normal form (DNF for short) if
lµ is a monomial over P , for every µ ∈ [m].
Lemma 1 For every PIL formula ϕ over P we can effectively construct an equivalent one in DNF.
The proof of the above lemma is obtained straightforward by induction on the structure of ϕ.
A PIL formula ϕ over P is called positive if its equivalent DNF formula
Remark 2 It is clear that for any set of interactions γ ∈ Γ(P ), the corresponding PIL formula ϕ γ over P is, by construction, positive and in DNF.
Next, we describe the BIP model.
Definition 3
An atomic component is a transition system B = (Q, P, q 0 , R) where Q is a finite set of states, P is a finite set of ports, q 0 is the initial state and R ⊆ Q × P × Q is the set of transitions.
For simplicity, we assume in the above definition, that every port p ∈ P occurs in at most one transition. In the sequel, we call an atomic component B a component, whenever we deal with several atomic components. For every set B = {B(i) | i ∈ [n]} of components, with
, we consider in the paper, we assume that (
} be a set of components. We let P B = i∈[n] P (i) comprising all ports of the elements of B. Then an interaction of B is an interaction a ∈ I(P B ) such that |a ∩ P (i)| ≤ 1, for every i ∈ [n]. If p ∈ a, then we say that p is active in a. We denote by I B the set of all interactions of B, i.e.,
and let Γ B = P(I B ) \ {∅}.
, and ϕ γ is a PIL formula of a set of interactions γ ∈ Γ B .
Remark 5
In the original definition [8] the BIP model is composed by a set of components B and a set of interactions γ ∈ Γ B . In recent works (cf. [10, 11] ) γ is replaced by the PIL formula ϕ γ . Clearly, the two approaches are equivalent. We follow the latter one since in this case BIP models are naturally extended to parametric ones.
Next we define the semantics of a BIP model (B, ϕ γ ) as a transition system.
Definition 6
The semantics of a BIP model (B, ϕ γ ) with B = {B(i) | i ∈ [n]} is a transition system (Q, γ, q 0 , R) where
is the set of states,
• γ ∈ Γ B is a set of interactions of B,
• q 0 = (q 0 (1), . . . , q 0 (n)) is the initial state, and
) ∈ R is defined in the following way. There exists a set I τ ⊆ [n] and port p(i) ∈ P (i) for every i ∈ I τ , such that
for every i ∈ I τ , and
Extended propositional interaction logic
BIP has been proved a powerful framework to represent component-based systems with a bounded number of components [8] . One of the most important characteristics of componentbased systems is the architecture which specifies the topology of the connected components. Though PIL can describe nicely several architectures, it fails to describe an important feature of more complicated ones: the specified order required for the execution of the interactions. Such architectures, with an increased interest in applications, are for instance the Request/Response and Publish/Subscribe. In this section, we introduce an extended version of PIL by equipping it with an extended conjunction operator ⊼. With this logic we succeed to represent component-based systems where the order of the interactions is involved. Furthermore, extended propositional interaction logic with its first-order level is proved to be a sufficient specification language for the symbolic representation of the architectures of parametric component-based systems.
Definition 7 Let P be a finite set of ports. The syntax of extended propositional interaction logic ( EPIL for short) formulas over P is given by the grammar
where p ∈ P and ⊼ is the extended conjunction operator.
The same conventions as for PIL hold here. For the satisfaction of EPIL formulas we consider finite words w over I(P ). Intuitively, a word w encodes each of the distinct interactions within a system as a letter. Moreover, the position of each letter in w depicts the order in which the corresponding interaction is executed in the system, in case there is an order restriction. Otherwise, the interactions are assigned to arbitrary positions in w. Definition 8 Let ϕ be an EPIL formula over P and w ∈ I(P ) * . We define the satisfaction relation w |= EPIL ϕ by induction on the structure of ϕ as follows:
In the above semantics, the satisfaction relation w |= EPIL p of a port p over P by a word w, implies that w is formed only by a letter. Hence w represents a unique set of interactions containing the port p, extending in a natural manner PIL.
Two EPIL formulas ϕ, ϕ ′ are called equivalent, and we denote it by ϕ ≡ ϕ ′ , whenever w |= EPIL ϕ iff w |= EPIL ϕ ′ for every w ∈ I(P ) * .
The statements of the next proposition are derived by straightforward calculations. They are needed to define the order of operations within EPIL formulas.
Proposition 9 Let ϕ, ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 be EPIL formulas over P . Then,
where the implication → is defined as usual by ϕ → ϕ ′ := ¬ϕ ∨ ϕ ′ for EPIL formulas ϕ, ϕ ′ over P .
By a straightforward application of Lemma 1, we get the next result.
Corollary 10 For every EPIL formula ϕ over P we can effectively construct an equivalent one in the form ϕ 1 ⊼ . . . ⊼ ϕ n where ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n are PIL formulas in DNF. Now, we define an updated version of the BIP model where in comparison to the one in Definition 4, we replace the PIL formula representing the interactions by an EPIL formula. In the next section we extend our EPIL to its first-order level and use sentences of that logic to represent architectures of parametric BIP models.
Definition 11 A BIP architecture-based model ( BIP ab-model for short) is a pair (B, ϕ) where B = {B(i) | i ∈ [n]} is a set of components and ϕ is an EPIL formula over I B .
The semantics of BIP ab-models is defined as for BIP models.
Definition 12
The semantics of a BIP ab-model (B, ϕ) is the semantics of the BIP model (B, ϕ γ ) where γ = {w(i) ∈ I B | 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, w = w(0) . . . w(n − 1) ∈ I * B , and w |= EPIL ϕ}.
Next we discuss an example of a BIP ab-model with ordered interactions.
Example 13 (Publish/Subscribe) We consider a BIP ab-model (B, ϕ) with the Publish/ Subscribe architecture. The latter is widely used in IoT applications (cf. for instance [26, 28] ) and recently in cloud systems [31] . Publish/Subscribe architecture involves three types of components, namely publishers, subscribers, and topics ( Figure 1 ). Publishers characterize messages and send them to the corresponding topics components. Subscribers receive messages from topics (if there are some, already sent from publishers) to which they have expressed their interest. Therefore, there are three types of interactions. Interactions among publishers and topics, interactions among topics and subscribers expressing the interest of subscribers, and interactions among topics and subscribers for the transfer of messages. A transfer of a message from a topic to a subscriber is implemented if there is already a connection among the topic and a publisher (i.e., a message has been sent to a topic) for which the subscriber is interested in. Publishers cannot check the existence of subscribers and vice-versa [19] . Therefore, we have that B = {B(i) | i ∈ [3]} where B(1), B(2), B(3) refer to the unique publisher, topic and subscriber component, respectively. The set of ports of each component is P (1) = {p}, P (2) = {t p , t i , t s }, and P (3) = {s i , s r }. The ports t i and s i are used by topic and subscriber, respectively to represent the interest of a subscriber to a topic, whereas t s and s r implement the connection among the topic and the subscriber for the transfer of a message. On the other hand, p and t p constitute the interaction among the publisher and the topic when the first one sends a message to the latter. The interactions in the architecture range over I B and the EPIL formula ϕ for the Publish/Subscribe architecture is
Then, the unique word satisfying the above formula is w = {t i , s i }{p, t p }{t s , s r }. On the other hand, describing the above system as a BIP model with PIL, according to Definition 4, we get the pair (B, ϕ γ ) where
However, ϕ γ does not depict the order of the interactions as imposed by the Publish/Subscribe architecture, while this information is captured by the EPIL formula ϕ.
Parametric BIP ab-models
In this section we deal with the parametric extension of BIP ab-models. BIP ab-models considered in Section 2.2 are comprised of a finite number of components which are of the same or distinct type. On the other hand, in the parametric setting a component-based model is comprised of a finite number of distinct component types where the cardinality of the instances of each type is a parameter for the system. Therefore, in the sequel we consider parametric BIP ab-models, i.e., BIP ab-models with infinitely many instances of every component type. It should be clear, that in real world applications we do not need infinitely many components. Nevertheless, the number of instances of every component type is unknown or it can be modified during a process. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider parametric BIP ab-models with infinitely many instances of every component type.
Let B = {B(i) | i ∈ [n]} be a set of component types. For every i ∈ [n] and j ≥ 1 we consider an instance B(i)(j) = (Q(i)(j), P (i)(j), q 0 (i)(j), R(i)(j)) of B(i). For simplicity, in the sequel, we write
and j, j ′ ≥ 1. This restriction is needed in order to identify the distinct component instances and to reason about their states and ports. We set pB = {B(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ≥ 1} and call it a set of parametric components. The set of ports of pB is given by P pB = i∈[n],j≥1 P (i, j).
As it is already mentioned, in practical applications we do not know how many instances of each component type are connected at a system a concrete time. This means that we cannot define interactions of pB the same way as we did for finite sets of component types. For this, we need a symbolic representation to describe interactions of parametric systems. In [24] the authors achieved this by extending the interaction logic to its first-order level namely the first-order interaction logic (FOIL). With that logic they investigated model checking properties of parametric systems. Recently in [10] , a monadic first-order interaction logic (MIL) was defined and used as a specification language for interactions of parametric systems. In the same line in [11] , an Interaction Logic with One Successor (IL1S) is developed for the description of parametric systems capturing rendezvous and broadcast communications as well as the architectures of the systems. In both [10] and [11] the authors provided methods for checking the deadlock-freeness property of parametric BIP models referring to a wide class of architectures.
Here we introduce the extended first-order interaction logic which is sufficient to describe parametric BIP ab-models involving a wide class of architectures. In comparison to FOIL, MIL, and IL1S the semantics of our logic describes the order of interactions which are implemented within an architecture. This feature allows specifying correctly several complex architectures that impose restrictions in the execution order of their interactions. This is important because parametric systems based on well-defined architectures are less error prone and satisfy most of their requirements [5, 9] . Also, the sequences of interactions might reduce the state space of the parametric systems in order to make verification techniques amenable. Moreover, architecture identification is an essential step in parametric verification for investigating the decidability fragments [1, 9, 24] . Hence, encoding efficiently the sequence of interactions has the potential to improve the identification procedures.
Extended first-order interaction logic
In this subsection we introduce the extended first-order interaction logic as a specification language for the description of interactions of parametric BIP ab-models. For this, we need to equip EPIL formulas with variables. Due to the nature of parametric systems the variables are coming into pairs. For example, we write p(x, y) to denote a port in instance y of component type x. Obviously, one could follow a methodology similar to [10, 24] and use indices as an alternative, i.e., writing p y x instead of p(x, y). Though, for representation purposes we adopt the pair notation in the rest of the paper. More precisely, we consider two disjoint sets of
∃x∃y.ψ | ∃x∀y.ψ | ∃x∀y.ψ | ∀x∃y.ψ | ∀x∀y.ψ | ∀x∀y.ψ where x, y are variables ranging over X and Y, respectively, p(x, y) denotes a port in instance y of component type x, ⊼ is the extended conjunction operator, and∀ denotes the extended universal quantifier.
The reader should notice that we assume no application of the extended universal quantifier ∀ on variables of the set X . It will be clear in the sequel, that we need no such quantifications for the description of parametric architectures. We define the following EFOIL formulas:
-¬(∃x∃y.ψ) := ∀x∀y.¬ψ, -¬(∃x∀y.ψ) := ∀x∃y.¬ψ, -¬(∀x∃y.ψ) := ∃x∀y.¬ψ, -¬(∀x∀y.ψ) := ∃x∃y.¬ψ,
Let ψ be an EFOIL formula over pB. As usual, every variable within the scope of any quantifier is called bounded, otherwise it is called free. We denote by free(ψ) the set of free variables of ψ. If ψ has no free variables, then it is a sentence.
We consider a set of parametric components pB = {B(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ≥ 1} and a mapping r : [n] → N. The value r(i), for every i ∈ [n], intends to represent the finite number of instances of the component type B(i) in the parametric system. The mapping characterizes the dynamic behavior of such systems, where components' instances can appear or disappear, affecting in turn, the corresponding interactions. Hence, for different mappings we obtain a different parametric system. We let pB(r) = {B(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ∈ [r(i)]} and call it the instantiation of pB w.r.t. r. We denote by P pB(r) the set of all ports of component types in pB(r), i.e., P pB(r) = i∈[n],j∈[r(i)] P (i, j).
Let V be a finite set of pairs of first-order variables over X × Y, i.e., V ⊆ X × Y. To interpret EFOIL formulas we use the notion of an assignment defined with respect to the set of variables V and the mapping r. We let A r = {(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ∈ [r(i)]}. Formally, a (V, r)-assignment is a mapping σ : V → A r . For every (x, y) ∈ V and (i, j) ∈ A r we denote by σ[(x, y) → (i, j)] the assignment obtained by σ which sends (x, y) to (i, j) and coincides with σ on V \ {(x, y)}. Intuitively, a (V, r)-assignment σ assigns unique identifiers to each component in a parametric system, w.r.t the mapping r.
We interpret EFOIL formulas over triples consisting of a mapping r : [n] → N, a (V, r)-assignment σ, and a word w ∈ I(P pB(r) ) * . According to Definition 4, one would expect that we define the semantics of EFOIL formulas w.r.t. words in I * pB(r) in order to ensure that at most one port of every component instance is activated at each interaction. Nevertheless, such a restriction is unnecessary, because as it is shown later we can build EFOIL formulas satisfying this condition.
Definition 15
Let ψ be an EFOIL formula over a set pB = {B(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ≥ 1} of parametric components. Let also V ⊆ X × Y be finite containing free(ψ), r : [n] → N, σ a (V, r)-assignment, and w ∈ I(P pB(r) ) * . Then, the satisfaction relation (r, σ, w) |= ψ, is defined inductively on the structure of ψ as follows:
-(r, σ, w) |= ¬ψ iff (r, σ, w) |= ψ, -(r, σ, w) |= ψ 1 ∨ ψ 2 iff (r, σ, w) |= ψ 1 or (r, σ, w) |= ψ 2 , -(r, σ, w) |= ψ 1 ⊼ ψ 2 iff w = w 1 w 2 and (r, σ, w i ) |= ψ i for i = 1, 2,
-(r, σ, w) |= ∃x∀y.ψ iff there exists i ∈ [n] such that for every j ∈ [r(i)] we have
-(r, σ, w) |= ∃x∀y.ψ iff there exists i ∈ [n] such that w = w 1 . . . w r(i) and (r, σ[(x, y)
-(r, σ, w) |= ∀x∃y.ψ iff for every
-(r, σ, w) |= ∀x∀y.ψ iff for every i ∈ [n] we have w = w If ψ is an EFOIL sentence over pB, then we simply write (r, w) |= ψ. Let ψ 1 , ψ 2 be two EFOIL sentences over pB and r : [n] → N. Then ψ 1 , ψ 2 are called equivalent w.r.t. r whenever (r, w) |= ψ 1 iff (r, w) |= ψ 2 , for every w ∈ I(P pB(r) ) * .
Examples of EFOIL formulas for parametric architectures
We present a list of examples of EFOIL formulas describing concrete parametric architectures. We make the following conventions: -Sometimes we denote boolean combinations of formulas of the form xrx ′ and yr ′ y ′ where r, r ′ ∈ {=, =} as constraints. For instance we write ∃x∀y∃x ′ ∀y
-For an EFOIL formula ψ we declare component type variables over X only once, i.e., we write x♦y♦y ′ (y = y ′ ).ψ instead of x♦y x♦y ′ (y = y ′ ).ψ where ∈ {∃, ∀} and ♦ ∈ {∃, ∀,∀}.
We shall need the following macro EFOIL formula:
In the above formula the first n − 1 conjuncts express that the ports appearing in the argument of # must participate in the interaction, the next with the indexed ones disables all the other ports of the participating components, and the last conjunct ensures that no other system's components participate in the interaction.
The EFOIL formulas in the following examples do not exclude the existence of component types other than those characterizing each architecture. Since the ports of such components do not participate in the architectures' interactions, our EFOIL formulas are well-defined.
Example 16 (Master/Slave) We present an EFOIL formula for the parametric Master/ Slave architecture. Master/Slave architecture concerns two types of components, namely the masters and the slaves [25] . Every slave must be connected with exactly one master. Interactions among masters (resp. slaves) are not permitted (Figure 2) . Figure 2 : Master/Slave architecture.
In the subsequent formula variables x 1 and x 2 refer to types master and slave respectively, whereas y 1 and y 2 refer to instances of masters and slaves. We denote by p m the port of the master component and by p s the port of the slave component. Then the EFOIL formula ψ representing the parametric Master/Slave architecture is
Example 17 (Star) The Star architecture has only one component type. One instance is considered as the center in the sense that every other instance has to be connected with it. Not any other interaction is permitted. Figure 3 represents the star architecture for five instances. The EFOIL formula ψ for the parametric star architecture is as follows:
Example 18 (Pipes/Filters) The Pipes/Filters architecture involves two types of components, namely pipes and filters [20] . Pipe (resp. filter) component has two ports p i , p o (resp. f i , f o ). Every filter F is connected to two separate pipes P and P ′ via interactions {f i , p o } and {f o , p ′ i }, respectively. Every pipe P can be connected to at most one filter F via an interaction {p o , f i }. Any other interaction is not permitted (Figure 4 ). The EFOIL formula ψ characterizing the parametric Pipes/Filters architecture is given below. The variables x 1 , y 1 refer to pipe component type and the variables x 2 , y 2 to filter component type.
In the above formula the argument of # expresses the connection of a filter input port with a pipe output port excluding by definition erroneous port connections, i.e., output port of a pipe being connected to more than one filter input ports, and any combination of connections between the input or output ports of pipes (resp. filters). Since the architecture allows a pipe input port to be connected with more than one filter output ports, we cannot utilize the formula y 2 ) ) after the extended conjunction operator∧ for the connection of an output filter port with a pipe input port. Hence, we add a number of conjuncts after the∧ operator so that the first one express the latter interaction and the rest conjuncts exclude faulty interactions and in particular, any combination of connections between the input or output ports of pipes (resp. filters).
Example 19 (Repository) Repository architecture involves two types of components, the repository and the data-accessor [14] . The repository component is unique and all data accessors are connected to it. Not any connection among data accessors exists. Both repository and data accessors have one port each called p r , p d , respectively ( Figure 5 ). Figure 5 : Repository architecture.
The subsequent EFOIL formula ψ characterizes the parametric repository architecture. Variables x 1 , y 1 refer to repository component and variables x 2 , y 2 to data accessor.
The interactions of parametric architectures discussed in Examples 16-19 can be executed with arbitrary order. Hence, EFOIL can describe sufficiently parametric architectures with no order restrictions in the allowed interactions. Next, we provide two further examples of architectures namely Request/Response and Publish/Subscribe such that for both of them the order of interactions constitutes a main feature.
Example 20 (Request/Response) The Request/Response architecture refers to clients and services. A client sends a request to a service and waits until the service will respond. No other client can be connected to a service until the response of the service to the client who sent the request will be completed. In [25] the authors described this process by adding a third component called coordinator. Coordinator takes care that only one client is connected to a service until the process among them is completed. Request/Response architectures are classical interaction patterns and widely used for web services [16] . For our parametric Request/Response architecture we use three component types namely the client, the coordinator, and the service (Figure 6 Figure 6 : Request/Response architecture by p cc , p cq , p cr used for the connection of the client to coordinator, to service (via coordinator) for sending the request, and to service (via coordinator) for receiving its response, respectively. Coordinator has also three ports namely p oc , p og , p od . The first one controls that only one client is connected to a service. The second one checks that the connected client sends a request, and the third one disconnects the client when the service responds to the request. Service has two ports p sg , p ss which establish the connection to a client (via coordinator) for the receivement of a request and responding, respectively. The EFOIL formula ψ for the parametric Request/Response architecture is given below. Variables x 1 , y 1 refer to clients, x 2 , y 2 to services, and x 3 , y 3 to coordinators.
Example 21 (Publish/Subscribe) Next we present an EFOIL formula ψ for Publish/Subscribe architecture, described in Example 13, in the parametric setting ( Figure 7) . Here, we make the convention that all topic components participate in the architecture. In the subsequent formula, variables x 1 , y 1 refer to publishers, x 2 , y 2 to topics, and x 3 , y 3 to subscribers.
In [25] the authors describe a non-parametric version of Response/Request. Though the resulting sets of interactions do not depict the order in which they should be performed. Publish/Subscribe architecture has not been considered in the related work [10, 24, 25] . A weighted version of Publish/Subscribe architecture is described by a weighted propositional configuration logics formula in [27] . Nevertheless, even if we consider that formula without 
Parametric BIP ab-models
We introduce parametric BIP ab-models consisting of sets of parametric components and EFOIL sentences over them. We define the semantics of a parametric BIP ab-model as a BIP ab-model w.r.t. a mapping which assigns a concrete number of instances to every component type. In the subsequent definition, we assume that the EFOIL sentence ψ is well-defined, i.e., no more that one port in each component instance participates in every interaction. If it is not the case, we can trivially achieve this, by taking the conjunction of ψ with the EFOIL sentence ∀x∀y.
Definition 22 A parametric BIP ab-model is a pair (pB, ψ) where pB = {B(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ≥ 1} is a set of parametric components and ψ is an EFOIL sentence over pB.
For the semantics of parametric BIP ab-models we need the next result.
Proposition 23 Let pB = {B(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ≥ 1} be a set of parametric components, ψ an EFOIL formula over pB, r : [n] → N a mapping, V ⊆ X × Y a finite set containing free(ψ), and σ a (V, r)-assignment. Then, we can effectively construct an EPIL formula ϕ ψ,σ over P pB(r) such that (r, σ, w) |= ψ iff w |= ϕ ψ,σ for every w ∈ I(P pB(r) ) * .
Proof. We construct ϕ ψ,σ by induction on the structure of ψ as follows.
-If ψ = true, then ϕ ψ,σ = ψ.
-If ψ = p(x, y), then ϕ ψ,σ = p(σ(x, y)).
-If ψ = (x, y) = (x ′ , y ′ ), then ϕ ψ,σ = true if σ(x, y) = σ(x ′ , y ′ ) false otherwise .
-If ψ = ¬ψ ′ , then ϕ ψ,σ = ¬ϕ ψ ′ ,σ .
-
If ψ is a sentence in Proposition 23, then free(ψ) = ∅ hence we need no assignment.
Definition 24 Let (pB, ψ) be a parametric BIP ab-model with pB = {B(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ≥ 1}, and r : [n] → N. Then, the semantics of (pB, ψ) w.r.t. r is the BIP ab-model (pB(r), ϕ ψ ).
Decidability results for EFOIL
In this section, we investigate decidability results for EFOIL. More precisely, we show that satisfiability, validity and logical implications of EFOIL formulas are PSPACE-complete whereas the equivalence problem for EFOIL sentences is decidable in doubly exponential time. Our results are based on an effective translation of every EFOIL formula to an equivalent one in Linear Dynamic Logic (LDL for short). LDL was introduced and investigated in [21, 22] and has several interesting properties. Specifically, LDL is expressively equivalent to finite automata and shares the computational characteristics of LTL. Our translation of EFOIL formulas to LDL ones requires linear time, hence we take advantage of computational results for LDL formulas (cf. [21, 22] ). For our constructions, we need firstly to extend the syntax of LDL, by adding variables. Nevertheless, this modification will be only at a technical level and will not affect the expressive power of LDL formulas.
Linear Dynamic Logic over parametric systems
, j ≥ 1} be a set of parametric components. We set P pB(X ×Y) = {p(x, y) | there exist i ∈ [n], j ≥ 1 such that p ∈ B(i, j)}.
Definition 25
The syntax of LDL formulas ξ over P pB(X ×Y) is given by the grammar
where p(x, y) ∈ P pB(X ×Y) , (x, y), (x ′ , y ′ ) ∈ X × Y, and φ denotes a propositional formula over the atomic propositions in P pB(X ×Y) .
Remark 26
In comparison to definition of LDL in [21, 22] , we added the formula (x, y) = (x ′ , y ′ ) in the syntax of LDL formulas and permitted variables in atomic propositions. Clearly, this extension does not affect sentences of LDL, i.e., formulas whose all variables are replaced with concrete values.
Let ξ be an LDL formula over P pB(X ×Y) . We denote by var(ξ) the set of pairs of variables (x, y) ∈ X × Y occurring in ξ. Next, we define the semantics of LDL formulas. The notion of an assignment for an LDL formula ξ now refers to the set var(ξ).
Let ξ be an LDL formula, V ⊆ X ×Y a finite set containing var(ξ), r : [n] → N, σ : V → A r a (V, r)-assignment, and w ∈ I(P pB(r) ) * . We denote by σ(ξ) the LDL formula derived by ξ by replacing every pair (x, y) ∈ var(ξ) by σ(x, y). Then, the satisfaction relation w |= σ(ξ), is defined inductively on the structure of ξ as follows:
-w |= σ( θ 1 ; θ 2 ξ) iff w = w 1 w 2 , w 1 |= σ( θ 1 true), and w 2 |= σ( θ 2 ξ), -w |= σ( θ + ξ) iff there exists n with 1 ≤ n ≤ |w| such that w |= σ( θ n ξ), where θ n , n ≥ 1, is defined inductively by θ 1 = θ and θ n = θ n−1 ; θ for n > 1.
Translation of EFOIL to LDL
In this subsection, we show that we can effectively translate every EFOIL sentence ψ to an equivalent LDL sentence ξ ψ . More precisely, we state the next result.
Theorem 27 Let ψ be an EFOIL sentence over a set pB = {B(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ≥ 1} of parametric components and r : [n] → N. Then, we can effectively construct, in linear time, an LDL sentence ξ ψ over P pB(r) such that (r, w) |= ψ iff w |= ξ ψ for every w ∈ I(P pB(r) ) * .
We shall prove Theorem 27 by using the subsequent proposition.
Proposition 28 Let ψ be an EFOIL formula over a set pB = {B(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ≥ 1} of parametric components. Let also V ⊆ X × Y be finite containing free(ψ), and r : [n] → N. Then, we can effectively construct, in linear time, an LDL formula ξ ψ over P pB(X ×Y) such that for every (V, r)-assignment σ, and w ∈ I(P pB(r) ) * we have (r, σ, w) |= ψ iff w |= σ(ξ ψ ).
Proof. We prove our claim by induction on the structure of ψ.
-If ψ = true, then ξ ψ = true.
-If ψ = p(x, y), then we set ξ ψ = p(x, y) Last, where
Trivially, ε |= Last and w |= Last for every w ∈ I(P pB(r) ) + (cf. [17] ). Then we get (r, σ, w) |= ψ ⇐⇒ (r, σ, w) |= p(x, y) ⇐⇒ w |= EPIL p(σ(x, y))
⇐⇒ w ∈ I(P pB(r) ) and p(σ(x, y)) ∈ w ⇐⇒ w |= σ(ξ ψ ).
-If ψ = ((x, y) = (x ′ , y ′ )), then we let ξ ψ = ((x, y) = (x ′ , y ′ )), and we get
⇐⇒ w |= σ(ξ ψ ).
-If ψ = ¬ψ ′ , then we set ξ ψ = ¬ξ ψ ′ , and we get
-If ψ = ψ 1 ∨ ψ 2 , then we let ξ ψ = ξ ψ 1 ∨ ξ ψ 2 , and we have
-If ψ = ψ 1 ⊼ ψ 2 , then we set ξ ψ = (ξ ψ 1 ?); (ξ ψ 2 ?) true. We get (r, σ, w) |= ψ ⇐⇒ (r, σ, w) |= ψ 1 ⊼ ψ 2 ⇐⇒ w = w 1 w 2 and (r, σ, w i ) |= ψ i for i = 1, 2 ⇐⇒ w = w 1 w 2 and w i |= σ(ξ ψ i ) for i = 1, 2
, and we have
-The cases ψ = ∃x∀y.ψ ′ , ψ = ∀x∃y.ψ ′ , and ψ = ∀x∀y.ψ ′ are treated similarly.
-If ψ = ∃x∀y.ψ ′ , then we let
and we get (r, σ, w) |= ψ ⇐⇒ (r, σ, w) |= ∃x∀y.ψ ′ ⇐⇒ there exists i ∈ [n] such that w = w 1 . . . w r(i) and
⇐⇒ there exists i ∈ [n] such that w = w 1 . . . w r(i) and
as required.
-If ψ = ∀x∀y.ψ ′ , then we let
[(x, y) → (i, 1)](ξ ψ ′ ?); . . . ; [(x, y) → (i, r(i))](ξ ψ ′ ?) true and compute analogously as in the previous case.
By the constructions above, we get that the translation at every step requires a linear time, and this concludes our proof.
Proof of Theorem 27. We apply Proposition 28. If ψ is an EFOIL sentence, then there is an LDL sentence ξ ψ over P pB(r) such that for every w ∈ I(P pB(r) ) * we get (r, w) |= ψ iff w |= ξ ψ , and we are done. By combining our Theorem 27 and Theorem 18 in [21] we get the following complexity result for EFOIL.
Theorem 29 Satisfiability, validity, and logical implication for EFOIL sentences is PSPACEcomplete.
Theorem 30 Let pB = {B(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ≥ 1} be a set of parametric components and r : [n] → N a mapping. Then, for every EFOIL sentence ψ over pB we can effectively construct, in doubly exponential time, a deterministic finite automaton A over I(P pB(r) ) such that for every w ∈ I(P pB(r) ) * we have (r, w) |= ψ iff w is accepted by A.
Proof. We take into account Theorem 27, and the fact that every LDL sentence can be effectively translated to an expressively equivalent nondeterministic finite automaton in exponential time [22] . Then, the translation of the nondeterministic finite automaton to an equivalent deterministic one requires one more exponential [29] .
Corollary 31 Let pB = {B(i, j) | i ∈ [n], j ≥ 1} be a set of parametric components and r : [n] → N a mapping. Then the equivalence problem for EFOIL sentences over pB w.r.t. r is decidable in doubly exponential time.
Proof. Equivalence of deterministic finite automata requires linear time (cf. pages 143-145 in [2] ). Then, we conclude our result by Theorem 30.
Conclusion
Architectures specification is one of the main challenges in component-based systems in order to be well-defined. In this work we focus on formalizing architectures for parametric systems. The latter are systems build from finitely many component types where their number of instances is a parameter. We introduce EPIL which augments PIL from [25] with an extended conjunction operator, and interpret EPIL formulas on finite words over the set of interactions defined for a given set of ports. We also study EFOIL, the first-order level of EPIL, whose syntax quantifies over pairs of variables. Parametric systems are defined by composed transition systems whose interactions are described by EFOIL sentences. Our results can be applied for the modelling of parametric systems in any component-based framework which supports the semantics of transition systems. In this work we use the BIP framework (without the priority mechanism) to instantiate our theory. Moreover, we show that EFOIL is powerful enough to describe several parametric architectures. In contrast to related logics (cf. [10, 11, 24, 25] ), EFOIL not only returns the permissible interactions characterizing each architecture, but also captures the order in which the interactions should be executed. We show that satisfiability, validity, and logical implication for EFOIL sentences is PSPACE-complete, and equivalence of its sentences is decidable in doubly exponential time. Several examples are presented for parametric architectures with or without ordered interactions.
Work in progress includes studying EFOIL with arithmetic constraints as well as the extension of EPIL in the second-order level for the specification of more complicated architectures like ring, linear, grid, etc. In particular, second-order level of EPIL can specify architectures with components with non participating instances like Publish/Subscribe (cf. Example 21) and Blackboard [15, 25] . Future work also includes studying the parametric verification of formal properties within our framework as well as applying EFOIL for proving properties (such as deadlock-freedom) in parametric systems (cf. [10, 11] ). Moreover, it is very interesting to develop automated methods for identifying the architecture of arbitrary parametric systems applying our logic. Another research direction involves the investigation of the EPIL and EFOIL fragments that serve for the modelling of dynamic architectures for parametric systems. Formal specification of dynamic architectures has been considered recently in bounded and parametric systems in [12] and [13] , respectively. Finally, in a forthcoming paper we study parametric component-based systems and EFOIL in the weighted setup.
